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The aim of this paper is to isolate some group-theoretic requirements 
which will ensure that asubgroup, H of the finite group G will control the 
conjugacy of certain of its elements, insuch a manner that generalized 
characters ofH will extend to generalized characters ofG. The methods 
used are not difficult. Of course, Alperin’s fusion theorem plays alarge role. 
At the very crudest level, Alperin’s fusion theorem says that if H contains a 
Sylow p-subgroup of G, and N&Q) = C,(Q) NH(Q) whenever Q is a non- 
trivial p-subgroup of H, then H controls the conjugacy of its p-elements. 
We point out that when attempting tocontrol conjugacy of rc-elements of a 
subgroup, H (rc a set of primes), a knowledge of the automizers ofBrauer 
elementary x-subgroups ofH is important. 
It is well known that control of conjugacy of elements of a Hall sub- 
group is not generally sufficient to construct a normal-complement to hat 
subgroup (e.g., when p 2 5 is a prime, S,- I is a Hall subgroup of S, which 
controls the conjugacy of its elements, yet there is no normal complement 
to S, _ r in S,). We try to isolate extra conditions, determined completely 
by the structure oflocal subgroups, which will ensure the existence of
relative normal complements. 
THEOREM 1. Let H be a subgroup of the finite group G, TI be a set of 
primes. Assume that [G: H] is a d-number. Then the following are 
equivalent. 
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(i) Every Brauer elementary n-subgroup of G is conjugate oa sub- 
group of H, and whenever E is a Brauer elementary x-subgroup of H with 
Eg < H for some g E G, we may write g= ch, where c E C,(E), hE H. 
(ii) Whenever E is a Brauer elementary c-subgroup of H we have 
N,(E)/C,(E) z N,(E)/C,(E), and whenever x is a z-element of H, 
[C,(x): C,(x)] is a (I? u x(x))-number. 
Proof: Obviously, (i) implies (ii). We prove that (ii) implies (i). We 
proceed by induction 1x1. When 1~) = 1, the result follows from Alperin’s 
fusion theorem, so assume that 1~1 > 1, and that the result has been 
established forsmaller sets of primes. Let E be a Brauer elementary n-sub- 
group of G. We claim that Eg < H for some g E G. We may suppose that 
Ix(E)1 > 2. Thus for some prime q E z(E), O,(E) is cyclic (and O,(E) # 1). 
We may suppose that O,(E) d H. Let T = O,(E), z= z\ (q}. We claim that 
condition ii) is satisfied with r in place of xc, C,(T) in place of G, C,(T) in 
place of H. 
Let u be a r-element ofC,(T), t be a generator fT. 
Then tu is a x-element ofH, so [C,(tu):C,( T)n C,(u)] is a (z’ u z(u))- 
number, so [C,(T) n C,(U) :C,( 7’) n C,(U)] is a (t’ u z(u))-number. Let 
S be a Brauer-elementary r-subgroup of C,(T). Then TS is a Brauer 
elementary z-subgroup of C,(T). Then TS is a Brauer elementary c-sub- 
group of H, so N,(TS) = C,(TS) NJ TS), and hence NJ TS) n C,(T) = 
GWWWTS) n CAT)), so that U%(S) n GVH/WdT) n GAS)) g 
(NH(S) n C,( T))/( C,( 5’) n C,,( T)). Thus our claim is established. 
Now as 1~1 < 1~1, there is XE C,(T) with O,.(E)x < C,(T) (for O,,(E) is a 
Brauer elementary -subgroup ofC,(T)) by the inductive hypothesis. Thus 
E”<H. 
Now suppose that E, is a Brauer elementary n-subgroup of H with 
Ef 6 H for some g E G. We claim that g = ch for some c E C,(E,), hE H. 
Again, we may assume that In(E, )I > 1, so that O,( E, ) is cyclic for some 
prime q E x(E,). Let T, = O,(E,). Then T,, Tf < H, so we may write 
g = cr h, where c, E C,(T,), h, E H. Now O,,(E,), O .(E,)” are both con- 
tained in C,(T,). By the argument used for R above, we may write 
cl= czh2, where c2 E C,( T,) n C,(O,,(E)), and h2 E C,( T,). Then 
g = c2 h, h, , and c2 E C,(E), h,h, E H. The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
DEFINITION. We say that he subgroup H of the finite group G controls 
elementary z-fusion i G if for every Brauer elementary z-subgroup, E of 
H we have N,(E) = C,(E) N,(E), and for every n-element, x of H 
(including x = lG), [C,(x): C,(x)] is a (z’ u n(x))-number. 
LEMMA 2. Let H be a subgroup of the group G such that H controls 
elementary z-fusion i G for some set of primes, 7~. Then: 
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(i) Any generalized character of H which is constant on n-sections 
may be extended in a unique fashion to a generalized character of G which is 
constant on K-sections. 
(ii) OK(G) n H = O”(H). 
Proof: (i) Let 8 be a generalized character ofH which is constant on 
rc-sections. Define a class function 8”, of G, as follows: O”(g) = 8(h) 
whenever g, is conjugate othe element h of H. By Theorem 1, any two rc- 
elements of H which are conjugate inG are already conjugate inH, so that 
8” is well-defined. To prove that 0” is a generalized character, it suffices by 
Lemma 2 of [ 31, for example, to prove that &‘I Eis generalied character of
E whenever E is a Brauer elementary 7r-subgroup of G. However, such a 
subgroup is contained up to conjugacy on H by Theorem 1 so we may 
assume that E < H, in which case PE= 81 E. Thus 0” is a generalized 
character ofG with 8”1 H= 0. 
(ii) This follows from Theorem 1 and Theorem 1 of Dade [2]. (In 
fact, at this tage, a direct proof without quoting Dade’s result is not dif- 
ficult.) 
The following application seems not to have been noticed up to now. 
COROLLARY 3. Let A be a group of automorphisms of the finite group G 
with (ICI, IAl)= 1. Suppose that [G:C,(A)] is a x’-number for some set of 
primes rc. Then O”(G) n Co(A) = O’(Co(A)). 
Proof Let H = Co(A). It suffices to prove hat H controls elementary 
rc-fusion n G. We first prove that [X, A] = 1 whenever X is an A-invariant 
rc-subgroup ofG. For such an X, and for any prime q E n(X), we may 
choose Q E Syl,(X) to be A-invariant. Then there is an A-invariant Sylow 
q-subgroup, say, R, of G with Q < R. Now any two A-invariant Sylow 
q-subgroups ofG are conjugate by an element of H, and H contains an 
A-invariant Sylow q-subgroup of G, so R d H. Thus Xd H. 
Let x be a rc-element of H#. Then C,(x) is A-invariant, andit follows 
from the above that [C,(x): C,(x)] is a rr’number. Whenever E is a 
Brauer elementary n-subgroup of H, N,(E) is A-invariant. Now 
AN,(E) = ACo(E)(ANo(E) n AC,(A)) by a Frattini-type argument, so 
that AN,(E) = AC& E)( ANH( E)), and hence NJ E) = C,(E) N,(E), as 
required. 
THEOREM 4. Let H be a subgroup of the finite group G, II be a set of 
primes. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) Whenever X is a nilpotent -subgroup of H, [C,(X): C,(X)] is a 
n’-number and No(X)/Co(X) g NH(X)/CH(X). 
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(ii) Any nilpotent -subgroup ofG is conjugate to a subgroup of H and 
whenever X is a nilpotent -subgroup of H with X” d H, we may write g = ch 
where c E Co(X), h E H. 
Proof Once more, it is trivial toprove that (ii) implies (i). We prove 
that (i) implies (ii) by induction IGI + [rc(. By Alperin’s fusion theorem, 
we may suppose that (xl> 1. Let X be a nilpotent rc-subgroup of G. We 
claim that Xg < H for some g E G. Since [G :H] is a rt’-number, we may 
suppose that X z% Z(G), and we do. 
There is a prime p E a with O,(X) 4 Z(G). Let T= O,(X). We may sup- 
pose that T< H, and we do. We claim that condition (i) is satisfied with 
C,(T) in place of H, Co(T) in place of G. Since Co(T) < G, it follows by 
induction that O,(X)U < C,(T) for some u E C,(T), so x” d H. Let 
C = C,(T). Let Y be a nilpotent n-subgroup of C n H. Then 
CCc(Y):C,nH (Y)] = [C,( TY): C,( TY)] which is a n’-number as 
TY is a nilpotent n-subgroup of H. Also NJ Y)=N,( YT) = 
C n (C,( YT) NJ YT)) = C,( YT) NHn ,J YT) so that N,( Y) = C,( Y) 
N H n & Y), and N,( Y)/C,( Y) z N,, c( Y)/C, n c( Y). Thus our claim is 
established, and for some g E G, we have Xg d H. 
Now let X1 be a nilpotent x-subgroup of H with Xp 6 H for some g E G. 
We claim that g= ch for some c E C&X,), some h E H. We may assume that 
X, 4 Z(G), and we do. Choose a prime p so that O,( X, ) 4 Z(G), and let 
T, = 0,(X,). Now T,, Tf<H, so we may write g=c,h,, where 
c, E C,( T,), h, E H. Then 0,(X,), 0,.(X,)“’ are both contained inC,( T,). 
As above, condition (i) is satisfied with C,(T,) in place of H, C&T,) in 
place of G. Since C,( T, ) < G, we may write c, = czh, where c2 E C,( T, ) n 
C,(O,,(X,)) and h, E C,(T,). Thus g = cZ(hZhl) and c2 E C&X,), h,hI E H, 
as required tocomplete the proof of Theorem 4. 
DEFINITION. Let H be a subgroup of the finite group G, rc be a set of 
primes. We say that H controls nilpotent z-fusion i G if whenever X is a 
nilpotent x-subgroup of H, [Co(X) : C,(X)] is a x’-number and 
No(X) = C,(X) N#3. 
Remark. Theorem 4 shows that his definition of control of nilpotent a-
fusion is equivalent tothe definition of control of “nil-n-fusion” given by 
Brad in [l]. Note, though, that as long as 0, (F(G)) = 1, it is clear from 
the above definition that control of nilpotent -fusion is determined by 
proper subgroups of G (in fact within subgroups of p-local subgroups, for 
primes p E 71). 
By a slight modification of the proof of Corollary 3,we have 
LEMMA 5. Let A be a group of automorphisms of the finite group G with 
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(ICI, /AI)= 1. Suppose that [G:C,(A)] is a n/-number for some set of 
primes n. Then Co(A) controls nilpotent -fusion in G. 
From Lemma 2 and BrouC [ 1, Thtoreme 1.21 we have 
THEOREM 6. Let H be a subgroup of the finite group G such that H con- 
trols nilpotent z-fusion in G. Then: 
(i) For any z-element x H, ]Sz(x)l= [G:H] ]Sf(x)l where S:(x) 
denotes the n-section f x in G. 
(ii) Let 0 be a generalized character of H which is constant on rt-sec- 
tions. Then tI has a unique extension, say 8”, to a generalized character of G 
which is constant on n-sections, and (e”, tY)o = (0, t3),. 
It is perhaps noting the following partial answer to a question of 
Frobenius. 
THEOREM 7. Let G be a finite group, p an odd prime. Suppose that: 
(i) G does not involve Qd(p). 
(ii) G contains precisely IGI,, p-regular elements. 
Then G has a normal p-complement. 
Proof: Let G be a minimal counterexample. Then clearly O,.(G) = 1. 
We claim that O,(G) = 1. Suppose that O,(G) # 1 G. We will first prove that 
G/O,(G) has precisely IGlp, p-regular elements. By a well-known theorem 
of Frobenius, the number of such elements i a multiple of1 G(,,. Since ach 
p-regular element of G/O,(G) has at least one p-regular p e-image, the 
number of p-regular elements of G/O,(G) is IG(P,, sothat G/O,(G) has a 
normal p-complement bythe minimality ofG. In particular, G isp-soluble, 
so that G has a Hall p’-subgroup, H. Since G has only IH( p-regular 
elements, Ha G, contrary to the choice of G. Thus O,(G) = 1. 
Choose PE Syl p(G), and let L = No(ZJ(P)). Since p is odd, and Qd(p) 
is not involved in G, it follows from a theorem of Glauberman that L con- 
trols nilpotent p-fusion in G (for when rr = {p}, control of nilpotent 
z-fusion coincides with the usual notion of control of strong p-fusion). 
By Theorem 6, ]S,G(l,)) = [G:L] IS,L(lG)j, so that L has precisely IL],. 
p-regular elements. Since L < G, L has a normal p-complement. By a well- 
known theorem of J. G. Thompson, G has a normal p-complement also, a
contradiction. 
We now consider two extreme cases where control of nilpotent z-fusion 
occurs. 
LEMMA 8. Let G be a n-solvable group, where n is Q set of primes, and let 
481i’lO8/1-5 
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H be a subgroup of G. Then H controls nilpotent -fusion in G if and only if 
G = O,.(G) H. 
Proof If G= O,(G) H, then by Lemma 6 of [3], (e.g., whenever 
Q is a n-subgroup of H we have NC(Q)= O,.(N,(Q)) N,,(Q), so 
No(QS)IG(Q) z N,(QSKC,(Q), and also C,(Q) = O,JC,(Q)) C,(Q), so 
that [C,(Q) : C,(Q)] is a n’-number. Thus H controls nilpotent -fusion 
in G. 
On the other hand, suppose that H controls nilpotent x-fusion i G. Let 
F be the pre-image inG of F(G/O,.(G)). Now certainly H contains a Hall 
n-subgroup of F, say S, and it is easy to check that C,(S) < O,(G) S since 
F is rr-solvable. Now S is nilpotent, so Nc(S) = C,(S) NH(S), and thus 
N&S) < O,,(G) NH(S). Now G = FNo(S) = O,.(G) No(S) < O,(G) NH(S), 
so O,,(G) H = G. 
LEMMA 9. Let q be a power of a prime p, and let G = GL(n, qr), where r 
is a prime which does not divide IGL(n, q)l. Let H= GL(n, q), and let 
n = x(H)\(p). Then H controls nilpotent x-fusion in G. 
Proof Let A =Gal(GF(q’)/GF(q)). Then A induces a group of 
automorphisms ofG with C,(A) = H. Since IA) = r, r 1 IGJ. By Lemma 5, it 
suffices to prove that [G: H] is a a’-number. Now 
[G:H] =q’ fi (qir- l/q’- 1) (MEN). 
i=l 
Let t be a prime in R. It suffices to prove that t 1 (q”- l)/(qi- 1) for 
1 < i<n. However, if t 1 qi- 1, then qir - l/q’- 1s r (mod t), whilst if 
t 1 qi- 1 but t ((4” - l), then the multiplicative order of q (mod t) 
is divisible by r, a contradiction, since this order is at most n (for 
t 1 nT= i (q’ - 1 )), whereas r> n (otherwise q’- ’ - 1 divides I HI ). 
Remark. A similar argument could be used for any family of finite 
groups of Lie type. 
LEMMA 10. Let G, H be as above, and let { 13,: 1~ i < q” - q”- ’ ) be the 
set of characters ofthe projective indecomposable RH-modules (where R is a 
complete local noetherian domain whose field of fractions is a splitting field 
for G and its ubgroups, and whose residue field has characteristic p). 
Then {of: 1~ i < q” - q” - ’ } is a Z-basis for the Z-module of generalized 
characters ofG which vanish off z-elements. 
Proof: (It is well known that H has q” - q”- ’ conjugacy classes ofp- 
regular elements). For 1 d i < q” - q” - I, define the generalized character bi
so that Qi is constant on p’-sections f H, and di agrees with the Brauer 
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character ofthe modular irreducible representation corresponding to Oi on 
p-regular elements. 
Let (r be the isometry of Theorem 6. Then (4;: 1< i < q” - q”- ‘} is a E- 
basis for the Z-module of generalized characters of G which are constant 
on n-sections. Forany choice of i, jwe have (OF, 44) = (Oi, $j)H = 6,. Thus 
(OF: 1 <i<q”-q”-’ > is clearly inearly independent. Now any n-element 
of G is conjugate oa n-element ofH, and two n-elements ofH which are 
conjugate inG are conjugate inH already. Thus (87: 1<i< q” - q”-l} 
is a @-basis for the space of class functions ofG vanishing off x-elements. 
Let $ be a generalized character inthis pace. Then we may write II/ = 
Cfl;q”-’ ai 67, so for any j, aj = (II/, q$), so uj E Z, as II/ and q$ are both 
generalized characters. Theproof is complete. 
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